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ABSTRACT

Decompositions of complete undirected graphs into sets of closed trails
which partition the edge set of the graph and which contain each pair
of distinct vertices exactly once at distance 2 define and are defined
by a class of quasigroups called P-quasigroups. Conditions are established under which P-quasigroups are (or are not) homomorphic
images of P-quasigroups which possess certain properties. The variety generated by the class of quasigroups arising from all 2-perfect
m-cycle systems (uniform m-P-quasigroups) is thereby determined for
all positive integers m, (m =J. 1,2 or 4). An equational basis is given
for each such variety.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a great deal of work has been done on decompositions of complete
undirected graphs into collections of edge-disjoint cycles which partition the edge
set of the graph; see the survey [7] for example. Most of this work is concerned
with decompositions where the cycles are all of the same length m. An m-cycle
system of order n is an ordered pair (V, C) where V is the vertex set of the complete
undirected graph Kn and C is a set of m-cycles (cycles of length m) which induce
a partition of the edge set of Kn. That is each edge occurs in exactly one cycle of
C.
The necessary conditions for the existence of an m-cycle system of finite order
n are (see [7])
(1) if n > 1 then n 2m,
(2) n is odd and
··des -n{n-l}
(3) m dIVl
-2-.
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A pair of vertices is said to occur at distance d in an m-cycle whenever there is
a path in the cycle containing precisely d edges that connects the two vertices. If
an m-cycle system (V, G) has the additional property that for a fixed d, every pair
of vertices of V occurs at distance d exactly once in C then the m-cycle system is
said to be d-perfect. An m-cycle system that is d-perfect for each d < T is called
a Steiner m-cycle system.

Lemma 1.1. It can be shown [10] that for all integers m, (m f:. 1,2 or 4), there
exists an integer n' such that for all integers n > n' there exists a Steiner m-cycle
system of order n provided the necessary conditions listed above are satisfied.
In this paper we need to make a more general definitions in which our decompositions need only consist of closed trails instead of cycles. A closed trail differs
from a cycle in that a closed trail is a closed walk with no repeated edges whereas a
cycle is a closed walk with no repeated edges and no repeated vertices, see [2]. We
also wish to consider decompositions in which the closed trails are not necessarily
of the same length.

Definition 1.2. For any finite m, we define an m-circuit to be a cyclically ordered
m-tuple (:2:1, :2:2,"" :2: m ) which we use to represent the closed trail

The pair a and b is said to occur at distance d in the m-circuit (:2:1,:2:2,.'" :2: m )
whenever there exists an i such that {a, b} = {:2:i, :2:i+d} where i + d is reduced
modulo m. We define a circuit of infinite length to be a linearly ordered collection
( ... , :2:-2, :2:-1, :2:0,:2:1, :2:2,"') which represents an infinite trail

As with the finite case, the pair a and b is said to occur at distance d in the
infinite circuit ( ... ,:2:-2,:2:-1,:2:0,Xl,:2:2, .•. ) whenever there exists an i such that

{a, b} =

{:2:i' :2:i+d}

It is worth noting that the pair {a, b} occurs at distance 1 whenever the edge
ab occurs.

Definition 1.3. An L-circuit system of order n is an ordered pair (N, q) where
N is a set of cardinality nand C is a set of circuits, whose lengths make up the set
L, such that each unordered pair of distinct elements of N occurs exactly once at
distance 1 in the circuits of C and no element of N occurs at distance 1 from itself.
It is clear that an L-circuit system of order n represents a decomposition of
the complete undirected graph Kn on a vertex set N of cardinality n into a set of
closed trails, (and possibly some infinite trails) whose lengths make up the set L,
which induces a partition of the edge set of Kn. In particular, any m-cycle system
is represented by an {m }-circuit system in which each circuit consists entirely of
distinct entries.
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Definition 1.4. An L-circuit system is said to be uniform if each circuit consists
entirely of distinct entries.
The condition that finite m-cycle systems have odd order applies to L-circuit
systems as well.

Lemma 1.5. Any finite L-circuit system (N, C) has odd order.
Proof. Consider any element a EN. Since each element other than a occurs at
distance 1 from a once each and since there are two elements at distance 1 from a
each time it occurs, the number off elements other than a must be even. Hence,
the total number of elements in N must be odd.
0

The m-cycle system property of being d-perfect can be defined similarly for
L-circuit systems.
Definition 1.6. An L-circuit system (N, C) is said to be d-perfect if for a fixed d
each unordered pair of distinct elements of N occurs exactly once at distance d in
the circuits of C and no element of N occurs at distance d from itself.
In this paper we are concerned with 2-perfect L-circuit systems and a variety
of quasigroups which they give rise to. A quasigroup (a set Q with one binary
operation denoted by . which satisfies the condition that for any a and b in Q the
equations a . :v = band y . a = b have unique solutions for :v and y in Q) is defined
by universal algebraists as an algebra Q = (Q,', I, \) which satisfies the identities

(1) (:v. y)/y = :v,

(2) (:v/y). y = :v,
(3) y\(y.:v) = :v and
(4) y.(y\:v)=:v.
The three binary operations denoted by " I and \ are usually refered to as
"multiplication", "right division" and "left division" respectively. It is well known
that the "multiplication table" of a quasigroup defines and is defined by a latin
square. We find it necessary to use the "universal algebra" definition of a quasigroup
so that the class of all quasigroups forms a variety.
For a formal definition of a variety see [4]. For our purposes the definition that
the class of all algebras of the same type (by of the same type we mean they all
have the same number of nullary operations, same number of unary operations,
same number of binary operations etc) that satisfy a given collection of identities
forms a variety is sufficient.
It is a well known result of Birkhoff that a class of algebras forms a variety if and
only if it is closed under taking of subalgebras, cartesian products and homomorphic
images, see [4].
It is worth noting at this point that if (N, C) is a 2-perfect L-circuit system
then any element a E N can not occur at distance 4 from itself in C (neither can
it occur at distance 1 or 2 from itself by definition). If a occurs at distance 4 from
itself then there must be an element which occurs at distance 2 from a twice, which
is impossible. Hence, since each element in a circuit of length 1 occurs at distance
1 from itself we can not have circuits of length 1,2 or 4 in a 2-perfect L-circuit
system.
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2. QUASIGROUPS ARISING FROM
2-PERFECT L-CIRCUIT SYSTEMS
There is a well known method, see [7], for defining a quasi group on the vertex set
of the graph of any 2-perfect m-cycle system. This method works equally well for
the more general case of 2-perfect L-circuit systems. Given any 2-perfect L-circuit
system (N, C) we define two binary operations * and 0 on N as follows

(1) a * a

a and a 0 a = a, for all a E Nand
(2) for distinct a and bin N, a * b = c and a 0 c = b if and only if the ordered
sequence a, b, c occurs within a circuit of C.

Since each pair of distinct elements of N occurs once at distance 1 and exactly
once at distance 2 in C these two operations are well defined. It is straight forward
to check that any algebra N = (N, *, 0) which we obtain in this manner from a
2-perfect L-circuit system (N, C) will satisfy the following of identities

(1) ~*~ ~
(2) ~ 0 ~ = ~
(3) (~*y)*y=~
(4) y * (y 0 ~) = ~
(5) yo (y * ~) = ~
Definition 2.1. The variety of all algebras N = (N, *, 0) satisfying the above five
identities is called V.
If we define a set {', /, \} of three binary operations on the underlying set N of
an algebra N E V as follows

(1) a' b = a * b,
(2) a / b = a * band
(3) a\b = a 0 b,
then it is easy to check that N. satisfies the four quasigroup identities and hence
is a quasigroup. Hence we may say that any N
(N, *, 0) E V is a quasigroup
where "multiplicati(,m" and "right division" are both given by * and "left division"
is given by o. These quasigroups were first introduced in 1970 by A. Kotzig [5] and
are called partition quasigroups or P-quasigroups.
To show that there is a one-one correspondence between V and the class of all
2-perfect L-circuit systems, we describe a method of constructing a 2-perfect Lcircuit system (N, C) from any given algebra N E V such that when we define *
and 0 on N in the above manner we get the algebra back again.
Before describing this method it is convenient to define a sequence of words
Wi(~,Y)' where i is any integer by
Wo(~,Y) = ~

=Y
W2(~'Y) = ~ * Y
W3 ( ~, y) = Y * (~ * y)
Wl(~'Y)
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and inductively define Wi(:V, y) = Wi-2(:V, y)
defined value for Wi(:V,y) when i < 0 since
Wi-l(:V,y) = (Wi-l(:V,y)

* Wi-l (:v, y).

* Wi(:V,y)) * Wi(:V,Y)

This gives us a well

Wi+l(:V,y)

* Wi(:V'Y)'

Where there can be no confusion we sometimes just write Wi instead of Wi(:V,Y).

Lemma 2.2. Wi(Wj(:V,y), Wj+l(:V,y)) = Wi+j(:V,y).
Proof. We use induction on i to prove this result. Let Pk be the proposition that
Wk(Wj, Wj+l) = Wk+j. Let k = 0, then
Wk(Wj, Wj+l)

= Wo(Wj, Wj+d

Wj.

Hence, Po is true. Assume Pi is true for all i ::; k and consider Pk+l.
Wk+l(Wj, Wj+d
=Wk-l(Wj, Wj+d
=Wk+j-l

* Wk(Wj, Wj+l)

* Wk+j

=Wk+l+j

Hence, Pk+l is true and ~o Pk is true for all non-negative integers k. To show Pk
is true for negative integers as well we need to show that if Pi is true for all i ~ k
then Pk-l is true.
Wk-l (Wj, Wj+l)

* Wk(Wj, Wj+l)) * Wk(Wj, Wj+l)
=Wk+l(Wj, Wj+d * Wk(Wj, Wj+l)
=Wk+l+j * Wk+j
=(Wk-l+j * Wk+j) * Wk+j

=(Wk-l(Wj, Wj+d

=Wk-l+j

Hence, Pk-l is true and so Pk is true for all integers k.

0

Given any (N, *, 0) E V we construct a set C of circuits as follows. For each
distinct a and bin N, if there exists at> 0 such that W t ( a, b) = a and W H1 (a, b) =
b then we take the smallest such t and let
(Wo(a, b), W1(a, b), W 2(a, b), ... W t - 1 (a, b)) E C.

If there does not exist such a t then we let the infinite circuit
( ... W_ 2(a, b), W_ 1 (a, b), Wo(a, b), W1(a, b), W 2(a, b), ... ) E C

The identity (:v * y) * y = :v and the way we define the sequence of words Wi
ensures that any distinct pair occurs at distance 1 exactly once (any circuit is
uniquely determined by any pair it contains at distance 1). The existence of each
distinct pair at distance 2 follows from the identity y * (y 0 :v) = :v and uniqueness
follows from y 0 (y *:v) =:v. The idempotent laws, (1) and (2) ensure that nothing
occurs at distance 1 or 2 from itself (we note however that either of the idempotent
laws can be deduced from the rest of the identities).
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Definition 2.3. The algebra Q corresponding to a 2-perfect L-cHcuit system
we refer to the circuits in the
2-perfect L-circuit system corresponding to the L-P-quasigroup Q simply as the
circuits of Q. If ILl = 1, say L = {m}, then we usually write just m-p-quasigroup
instead of {m }-P-quasigroup.

(Q, C) is called an L-P-quasigroup and for brevity

3. HOMOMORPHISMS OF P-QUASIGROUPS
Theorem 3.1. IfQ is the homomorphic image of an L-P-quasigroup P and there
is a t-circuit in Q then there is an 1 E L such that t divides 1.
Proof. Let ¢ be a homomorphism from Ponto Q and let (:to,:tl,"" :tt-l) be a
circuit of Q. Also, let Yo E ¢-l(:tO) and Y1 E ¢-l(:tJ} and let (YO,Yl, ... Yl-J) be
the circuit given by P that contains Yo and Yl at distance 1. Now, W,(yO, Yd = Yo
and W'+ 1 (Yo, Yl) = Y1 and so since ¢ is a homomorphism, we must have

and
Hence, t divides l.

D

Theorem 3.2. Let Q be an L-P-quasigroup in which each member of L divides
a fixed integer m. Then there exists an m-P-quasigroup P of order IQIINI with a
homomorphism onto Q if there is a set N such that

(1) there exists an m-P-quasigroup N = (N, *, 0) and
(2) for each 1 E L, N can be partitioned into disjoint subsets each of size

T'

Proof. If m = 3 then clearly we can let P = Q and we are finished. Hence, we
may assume m 2:: 5 and so if there is an m-P-quasigroup N then there exists a set
of three mutually orthogonal latin squares defined on N since INI 1:. {2, 3, 6, 10}.
There exists a set of three mutually orthogonal latin squares {L1' L 2 , L 3 } of side n
for all n (including n infinite) except n E {2, 3, 6} and possibly n = 10, see [8] and
[9].
For each positive integer i let (N, *i, / i, \i) be the quasigroup obtained from
the latin square Lj where i == j (mod 3). Let D be the set of circuits of an mP-quasigroup N. Also, for each 1 E L, partition N into disjoint subsets N 1s =
{:2:(1, s, 1), :t(l, s, 2), ... , :t(l, S, T)} where each :2:(1, s, t) EN, (1 E L, s E S, say, and

t E {I, 2, ... , T}) so that N =

UN '

s'

Hence, for any given 1 ELand j E N

sES,

there is a unique s E Sl and a unique t such that j = :2:(1, s, t), (1 ::::; t :::; T)'
Now, we define a set C of m-circuits whose entries are chosen from the set
Q X N as follows. For each m-circuit (Yl, Y2, ... ,Ym) E D and for each i E Q let

((i,Yl),(i,Y2), ... ,(i,Ym))

E

C.

Also, for each 1, for each l-circuit (:tl,:t2,"" :tl) given by Q, for each s E S,
and for each j E N let
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((:tl,j), (:t2, :tel, s, 1)), (:t3, :tel, s, 1) *3 j), ... , (:tl, :tel, 8, 1) *1 j),
(:t1' j), (:t2' :t( 1, s, 2)), (:t3, :t( l, s, 2) *3 j), ... , (:t" :t (1, 8, 2) *1j),
(:t1,j), (:t2, :tel, s,3)), (:t3, :tel, s,3) *3 j), ... , (:tl, :tel, 8,3) *1 j), ...
... , (:t1,j), (:t2, :tel, s,

7)), (:t3) :tel, s, 7) *3 j), ... , (:tl, :tel, s, 7) *1 j))

EC

We now show that (Q X N, C) is a 2-perfect {m }-circuit system by showing that
any pair of distinct elements (p, a) and (q, b) of Q x N occur exactly once at distance
1 and exactly once at distance 2 in C. Suppose p = q and let (Yl, Y2, ... , Ym) be the
circuit in D in which a and b occur at distance 1(2). Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur
at distance 1(2) only in the circuit ((p, Yd, (p, Y2), .. . , (p, Yrn)) of C.
Now suppose p :::j:. q. We do distance 1 and 2 separately. First, for distance 1, let
(:tI, :t2, ... , :t I) be the unique circuit given by Q that contains p and q at distance
1. There are four cases to consider.
(1) {p,q} = {:t1,:t2}, without loss of generality suppose p =:t1 and q = :t2'
Let j = a and suppose b = :tel, s, t). Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at
distance 1 only in the circuit

((:t 1, j ), (:t.2, :t (l, s, 1)), . . . , (:t 1, j), (:t 2, :t (1, s, t)), . . . ).
(2) {p,q} = {:t1,:tI}, without loss of generality suppose p =:tl and q = :tl.
Let j
a and choose the unique :tel, s, t) such that :tel, s, t)*d = b. Then
(p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 1 only in the circuit

((:t1 , j), (:t2' :t( 1, s, 1)), ... , (:t I, :t( 1, s, t) *I j), (:t 1, j), ... ).
(3) {p,q} = {:t2,:t3}, without loss of generality suppose p =:t2 and q = :t3.
Suppose a = :t(l,s,t) and choose the unique j such that :t(l,s,t)*3j = b.
Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 2 only in the circuit

((:tIJj), (:t2' :tel, s,l)), ... , (:t2, :tel, s, t)), (:t3, :tel, 8, t) *3 j), ... ).

(4) Neither p nor q is in {:t1,:t2}' In this case p =:t at and q =:t(3 with
or

(:t1, :t2,···, :tl)

(:tl' :t2, ... , :t(3,:t0: ... ,:t/).
For each u E N choose Wu such that u *0: Wu
a. Since (N, *0:' /0:, \0:)
and (N, *(3, /(3, \(3) are obtained from orthogonal latin squares, {u *(3 Wu I
u E N} = N. Choose the unique u E N such that u *(3 Wu = b, let j = Wu
and suppose u = :t(l,s,t).
Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 1 only in the circuit
(( :tl, j), (:t2, :t( 1, s, 1)), ... , (:to:, :t( 1, s, t) *0: j), (:t (3, :t(l, 8, t) *(3 j), ... )
or

((:tl,j), (:t2, :tel, s, 1)), .. " (:t(3) :tel, s, t) *(3 j), (:to:, :tel, s, t) *0: j), ... ).
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Now for distance 2. Let (Xl, X2, ... ,Xl) be the unique circuit given by Q in
which p and q occur at distance 2. There are five cases to consider.

= {Xl, X3}, without loss of generality suppose p = Xl and q = X3.
Let j
a and choose the unique x(l, s, t) such that x(l, s, t) *3 j = b.
Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 2 only in the circuit

(1) {p, q}

= {Xl, X/-1}, without loss of generality suppose p = Xl and q =
Let j = a and choose the unique x(l, s, t) such that x(l, s, t) */-1 j =
b. Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 2 only in the circuit

(2) {p, q}
X/-I.

( (x}, j), (X2' x( 1, s, 1)), ... , (x I-I, x( I, s, t) *1-1 j), (Xl, St *1 j), (Xl, j), ... ).

{X2' X4}, without loss of generality suppose p = X2 and q = X4.
Suppose a = x(l,s,t) and choose the unique j such that x(I,s,t)*4j = b.
Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 2 only in the circuit

(3) {p, q}

= {X2' Xl}, without loss of generality suppose p = X2 and q = Xl.
Suppose a = x(l,s,t) and choose the unique j such that x(l,s,t-1)*d =
b. Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 2 only in the circuit

(4) {p, q}

(( Xl, j), (X2) x(l, s, 1)), ... (Xl, x( 1, s, t

1) *1 j) , (Xl, j), (X2' x( 1, s, t)), ... ).

(5) Neither p nor q is in {Xl, X2}. In this case p

Xex and q = x(3 with

or
For each u E N choose Wu such that u *a Wu
a. Since (N, *a, / a, \a)
and (N, *(3, //3, \(3) are obtained from orthogonal latin squares, {u *(3 Wu I
U E N} = N. Choose the unique u E N such that u*/3w u = b, let j = Wu
and suppose u = x(l, s, t). Then (p, a) and (q, b) occur at distance 2 only
in the circuit

((Xl, j), (X2' x(l, S, 1)), ...
... ,(xa, x(l, s, t) *a j),(x'Y' x(l, S, t) *'Y j), (x/3' x(l, 8, t) *(3 j), ... )
or

((Xl, j), (X2' x(l, S, 1)), ...
. .. , (x/3' x(l, s, t) *(3 j),(x'Y' x(l, S, t) *'Y j), (Xal x(l, 8, t) *a j), ... ).
It is straight forward to check that the map ¢((p, a)) = p is a homomorphism
from P (the m-P-quasigroup of (Q x N, e)) onto Q.
0
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4. SUBVARIETIES AND RESTRICTIONS ON L
In this section we examine subvarieties of V whose members contain circuits, all
of whose lengths divide a positive integer m, (m :::f. 1,2 or 4).
Definition 4.1. For each positive integer m we define the subvariety Vrn of V by
the identity Wrn(x,y) = x.
Lemma 4.2. IfQ is an L-P-quasigroup where each 1 E L divides m then Q E V m

.

Proof. Let Xo and Xl be any two elements in Q and let (xo, Xl, X2,· .. , Xl-I) be the
l-circuit in Q which contains Xo and Xl at distance 1. Then, since 1 divides m we
have Wrn(xo 1 xI) = Xo. Hence, Q E Vrn .
0

Lemma 4.3. If Q E Vrn then Q is an L-P-quasigroup where each 1 E L divides m.
Proof. Let (xo,
l-l. Then

Xl, X2, ... , Xl-I)

Xo

be a circuit of Q and let m

Wm(xo, xI)
}VrC~K(tl( Xo,

= tl +1' where 0 ~ l'

~

xd, ~X(tl+l (xo, Xl))

.= Wr(xo, Xl)
and
Xl

W 1 (xo,xd
= W rn (W1 (xo,

Xl)'

W 2(xo, Xl))

= W r (Wtl+l(XO,Xl), W t l+ 2 (XO,Xl))
= Wr+I(Wtl(XO,xI), Wtl+1(XO,Xl))
= W r +1 (XO,Xl).

Hence, if r :::f. 0 then we have Xo and Xl occurring twice at distance 1 which is
impossible and so l' = 0 and 1 divides m.
0
These last two lemmata tell us that Vm must consist precisely of those L-Pquasigroups in which each member of L divides m. We note that for each m,
(m:::f. 1,2 or 4) the trivial L-P-quasigroup of order 1 (here L = 0) is in Vm .
Definition 4.4. The class of all m-P-quasigroups is called Crn.
Theorem 4.5. The variety Vm is generated by Cm.
Proof. Let Q E V rn . We will show using Theorem 3.2 that there exists aPE em
with a homomorphic image onto
We only need to show that a set N satisfying
the two conditions of Theorem 3.2 exists. Any count ably infinite set will do (the
conditions under which a finite setN exists are considered in Section 6). Clearly,
any count ably infinite set satisfies condition (2) and (one way) we can obtain a
count ably infinite m-P-quasigroup is by taking the cartesian product of a count ably
infinite number of copies of any finite m-P-quasigroup (which exists by Lemma
1.1).
D
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5. UNIFORM P-QUASIGROUPS
Definition 5.1. A uniform L-P-quasigroup is an L-P-quasigroup whose circuits
consist entirely of distinct elements.
We note that this definition is consistent with Definition 1.4 in that uniform
L-P-quasigroups correspond to uniform 2-perfect L-circuit systems.
Definition 5.2. The class of all uniform m-P-quasigroups is called Um.
We will now show that Vm is generated by Um. Since we already know that Vm
is generated by em it is sufficient to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let Q be an m-P-quasigroup then there exists a uniform m-Pquasigroup P such that there is a homomorphism from Ponto Q.

Proof. Let (N, D) be a finite uniform 2-perfect m-circuit system where INI i= 3
(such a system exists for all m ::f 1,2 or 4 by Lemma 1.1). We may assume
N = {I, 2, ... , n} where n
INI. Then as we remarked in the proof of Theorem
3.2, there exists a set of three mutually orthogonal latin squares L 1 , L2 and L3
of side n. As before, for each positive
i we define (N, *i, / i, \i) to be the
quasigroup obtained from the latin square Lj where i == j (mod 3).
We now construct a set of k = m(n;-5), n 2 X m arrays with entries chosen from
N. For each of the k pairs of integers (a, b) with a, b E {I, 2, ... , m}, a < b and a
and b not at distance 1 or 2 in the circuit (1,2, ... ,m), we define the array Aab as
follows.
For each of the n 2 ordered pairs (i, j) E N X N make
(i

*1

j, i

*2

j, . .. , i *a-1 j, i, i *a+l j, ... , i *b-l j, i

+ 1, i *b+l

a row of the array Aab (of course if i = n then we reduce i
Hence we have a collection of arrays
(where k =

j, .. . , i *m j)

+1

modulo n to 1).

m(m - 5)
2

)

Each array Aab then has the following properties. Firstly, in any row the entries
in columns a and b are distinct (this is clear since the entries in these columns are i
and i + 1). Secondly, if you run your fingers down any pair of columns say column c
and column d where c and d are at distance 1 or 2 in the circuit (1,2, ... ,m), then
you get each of the n 2 ordered pairs in N X N once each. To see this we consider
the two possible cases,
(1) One of c and d, say c, is in {a, b} (since a and b are not at distance 1 or
2 in (1,2, ... , m) we can not have both c and d in {a, b}).
If a pair occurs twice when you run your fingers down these two
i *d i2 for distinct il and i2, which
columns then we must have i *d il
is impossible since (N, *d, / d, \d) is a quasigroup.
(2) Neither c nor d is in {a, b}.
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If a pair occurs twice when you run your fingers down these two
columns then we must have h *c il = i2 *c hand i 1 *d h = i2 *d
h where (i1,id =F (i 2,h), which is impossible since (N,*c,/c,\c) and
(N, *d, / d, \d) are obtained from orthogonal latin squares.
Let Ro = Q (the underlying set of Q) and for i = 0, 1, ... , k -1 let Ri+ 1 = Ri X N.
We now construct a sequence of sets of m-circuits Co, C1, C 2 , ... ,Ck with entries
chosen from Ro, Rl , R 2, ... , Rk respectively, by using the collection of arrays, the
uniform m-circuit system (N, D) and the m-circuit system (Ro , Co) corresponding
to Q.
We construct CHI from Ct as follows.
For each m-circuit (Xl, X2, ... ,X m ) E Ct and for each row (YI, Y2, ... , Ym) of the
array Aat be let

((X1,Yl),(X2,Y2), ... ,(X m ,Ym)) E CHI.
Also, for each a E R t and for each distinct m-circuit (Zl,

((a, ZI), (a, Z2)'"'' (a, zm))

Z2 1

••• ,

zm)

E

Diet

E CHI.

We show by induction on i that each collection Ci forms an m-circuit system
(Ril Ci) with the property that any m-circuit in Ci has distinct entries in positions
aj and bj for each i :::; i - 1.
Firstly, it is clear that Co has this property so we assume that (Ri, Ci) is an
m-circuit system with the property and we show that (Ri+l' CHI) is an m-circuit
system with the property. Let (PI, ql) and (P2, q2) be any two distinct elements
of Ri+ 1. If PI = P2, then (PI, qI) and (p2, q2) occur at dist ance 1 (2) only in the
m-circuit

((a, ZI), (a, Z2),"" (a, zm)),
where a = PI = P2 and (ZI' Z2, ... , zm) is the unique m-circuit in D in which ql
and q2 occur at distance 1(2).
If PI =F P2, then the pair PI and P2 must occur at distance 1(2) in exactly one
m-circuit (Xl, X2, ... , Xm) E Ci say PI = Xp'l and P2 = Xp'2' Hence, (PI, q1) and
(P2, q2) occur at distance 1(2) only in the m-circuit ((Xl, yJ), (X2' Y2), ... , (Xk' Yk)),
where (Yh Y2,··., Yk) is the row in the array Aaibi which contains ql and q2 in
columns p'1 and P'2' Since Xp'l and Xp'2 are at distance 1(2) in (Xl, X2, ... ,x m )
there exists a unique row with this property.
We now show that any m-circuit in Ci+l has distinct entries in positions aj
and bj for each i :::; i. Firstly, the circuit (Zl' Z2, ... , zm) belongs to a uniform Pcircuit m-design and so each ((a, Zl), (a, Z2), ... , (a, zm)) consists entirely of distinct
entries.
.
Also, any ((X1, Yd, (X2' Y2),"" (xm, Ym)) has distinct entries in positions aj and
bj for each j :::; i because the first coordinates are distinct in the positions aj and
bj for j :::; i - 1 and the second coordinates are distinct in positions ai and bi by the
properties of the array. Hence, by induction, each (Ri' Ci) is an m-circuit system
with the property. So each m-circuit in Ck consists entirely of distinct entries and
hence is a uniform m-circuit system.
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We show that if P is the uniform m-P-quasigroup corresponding to (RIe, CIe),
then there is a homomorphism from Ponto Q. For each i E {I, 2, ... , k} we define
a map ¢>i from the m-P-quasigroup Qi corresponding to (Ri' Ci) onto the m-Pquasigroup Qi-l corresponding to (Ri-l,Ci-J) by ¢>i((a,b» = a. It is easy to see
that for each i, ¢>i is onto and ¢>i preserves the three binary operations. Hence the
map ¢> = ¢>1¢>2 .. ' ¢>1e-l¢>1e is a homomorphism from P = Qlc onto Q = Qo.
D
6. FINITE P-QUASIGROUPS
Earlier, in order to show that em generates V m , we constructed for any Q E Vm
an infinite m-P-quasigroup which had a homomorphism onto Q. In this section we
look at the conditions under which it is possible, given a finite Q E Vm , to find
a finite m-P-quasigroup which has a homomorphism onto Q. If it is possible then
Theorem 5.1 tells us that there exists a finite uniform m-P-quasigroup which has
a homomorphism onto Q.
Theorem 6.1. Let Q be an L-P-quasigroup and suppose there is a homomorphism
from a finite P-quasigroup Ponto Q. Then, for each 1 E L there is a circuit oflength
lr, where r is odd, in P.
Proof. Let (Xl, X2,

... ,Xl)

be an l-circuit of Q and for each i E {I, 2, ... , l} let

Xi = ¢>-l(Xi) where ¢> is a homomorphism from Ponto Q so that each Xi is a
congruence class of the congruence on P induced by ¢>. Since P is idempotent
in each of its binary operations it is clear that each Xi = (Xi, *, 0) is itself a
P-quasigroup and so !Xi! is odd.
Let Ei = Xi X Xi+l (of course, Xl+ 1
Xl). Now, it is well known (see [4])
that quasigroups have uniform congruences (that is each congruence class has the
same cardinality) and so we have !Xli = !X2 1 = ., . = IXl! = t say where t is odd.
Hence, lEI UE2 U·· ·UEII = It 2 • Now, since P is finite, for any (Yi,Yi+J) E Ei there
exists a smallest integer 81 such that W S1 (Yi, Yi+l) = Yi and W S1 +1 (Yi, Yi+d = Yi+l·
Hence, since ¢> is a homomorphism,

W S1 (Xi, Xi+J) = W S1 (¢>(Yi), ¢>(Yi+l))

= ¢>(WS1 (Yi, Yi+l)
= ¢J(Yi)
and

WS1+l(Xi, Xi+l)

= W S1 +1 (¢J(Yi), ¢J(Yi+»)
= ¢J(WS1 +1 (Yi, Yi+l))

= ¢J(Yi+J)
Hence, 1 divides 81. If we now select another pair (Yi ' , Yi' +1) in Ei' say , which
does not appear at distance 1 in the 81-circuit given above, then again there exists
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a smallest integer 82 such that W S2 (Yi', Yi'+I) = Yi' and W s2 + 1 (Yi', Yi'+l) = Yi'+l
and as before 1 divides 82.
By repeating this process until all the elements of El U E2 U· .. U El are used up
we see that lEI UE 2 U· . ·uE11 = 81 +82 + ... +sw. Hence,lt 2
l( al +a2 + ... +a w ),
where 8j
Zaj, and so al + a2 + ... + a w = t 2 which is odd. Hence, there must
be an odd integer l' E {aI, a2, ... , a w } and so there is a circuit of length l1', with l'
odd, in P.
0
This theorem tells us that if there exists a finite m-P-quasigroup P (where
2t a with a odd) with a homomorphic image onto an L-P-quasigroup then we
m
must necessarily have for each Ii E L, Ii
2 t ai where ai is odd and ai divides a.
t
Let m
2 a with a odd, and suppose Ii
2ti ai with ai odd. Then by Theorem
3.1, li divides m and so ai must divide a. But, by Theorem 6.1, m = 2 ti ai1'i where
1'i is odd. Hence, ti = t.
We will now show that these necessary conditions are also sufficient to ensure
the existence of a finite m-P-quasigroup with a homomorphism onto any given finite
L-P-quasigroup.
Lemma 6.2. If m = 2t a (m =I 1,2 or 4) where a is odd then there exists an
m-uniform P-quasigroup of order n < 00 such that a divides n.

+ a r _12 r - 1 + ... + a12 + l.
+ ... + b1 2 + 1 such that ab > n where the

P1'oo/. Let the binary expression for a be a = a r 2 r

l
We then choose b bs 2s +
necessary existence conditions for uniform m-P-quasigroups of order n are sufficient
for n > n' (see Lemma 1.1) and

bs _ 1 2 s - 1

+ bI = 0
a2 + al bI + b2
0
a3 + a2 bI + al b2 + b3 = 0
al

at-l

+ at-2 bl + ... + bt - I
at + at-I bl + ... + bt

0
= O.

Here, if t > l' then a r +l, a r +2, ... , at = O. Clearly it is possible to choose such a
b. Now, let n = ab = (a r 2 r + ar_12r-I + ... + aI2 + 1)(b s 2S + bs _ 1 2 s - I + ... +
bI 2 + 1)
cr+ s 2 r + s + ... + Ct+12t+1 + 1. Hence, 2t+l divides n
1 and so m
divides n(n2-1). Hence, there exists a uniform m-P-quasigroup of order n such that
a divides n.
0
Theorem 6.3. For any given finite L-P-quasigroup Q, there exists a finite m-Pquasigroup which has a homomrphism onto Q if and only if there is a fixed t such
that
Ii
2t ai for each Ii E L,
(2) m = 2t a where a is odd and
(3) each ai divides a.

(1)
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Proof. The "only if" part of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 6.L
Conversely, let Q be a {2 t aI' 2ta2,'" ,2tak}-P-quasigroup and suppose each ai
divides an odd integer a. Then, by Lemma 6.2 there exists an m-P-quasigroup G
(in fact there exists a uniform m-P-quasigroup) where m
2t a, of order v < 00
such that a divides v.
Then the underlying set G of G is a set satisfying the two conditions of Theorem
3.2. Condition (1) is clearly satisfied. Condition (2) is also satisfied since a divides
v implies
divides v and so for each Ii, G can be partitioned into disjoint subsets
t
nt
2 a
~
·
each 0 f SIze Ii = 2t ai
ai
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, there exists an m-P-quasigroup P of order vlQI (which
is finite) such that there is a homomorphism from Ponto Q.
0

t

7. COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

(1) What is the variety generated by the finite members of Unt ? In particular if
m = 2t a with a odd, is there a P-quasigroup with a circuit whose length is not ofthe
form 2t ai with ai dividing a in the variety generated by the finite members of Um
? For example, consider m 6. Do the 6-P-quasigroups which have homomorphic
maps onto P-quasigroups with circuits of length 3 (these 6-P-quasigroups must
be infinite by Theorem 6.1) belong to the variety generated by the finite 6-Pquasigroups ?
(2) Is the variety generated by Vnt1 and Vm2 equal to Vnt where m is the lowest
common multiple of ml and m2 ? For example consider the variety V3 ,5 generated
by V3 and V5 . Is V3,5 equal to VI5 or does there exist a proper subvariety of VI5
which contains both V3 and V5 ?
(3) For m = 3,5 and 7 an equational base has been given for the class of
quasigroups arising from all 2-perfect m-cycle systems (Urn), see [6]. In [6] (and
elsewhere) the question of whether or not there is an equational base for other
values of m (in particular m = 6) is asked. The fact that Unt generates Vnt tells
us that U m can not be equationally defined unless Unt
V nt (this is the case for
m = 3,5 and 7 since for these values of m all m-P-quasigroups must be uniform
because any repeat would necessarily be at distance 1,2 or 4 from itself, which is
not possible).
Hence, for all composite values of m, (m ::f- 1,2 or 4) except possibly m = 8
(8 is the only possible exception because it is the only composite integer, other
than 1,2 and 4, which has no proper factor other than 1,2 and 4), Unt can not
be equationally defined. This result has been proved previously by the author for
m = 6 and for m odd and composite in [3].
Shown on the next page are the circuits of an 8-P-quasigroup of order 17 which is
not uniform. This system was constructed by Peter Adams with similar techniques
to those used in [1]. Hence, Us -# Vs and so Us can not be equationally defined.
This only leaves the question, for what values of m with m prime and greater than
7 do there exist m-P-quasigroups which are not uniform? For these values of m the
class U m can be equationally defined if and only if no non-uniform m-P-quasigroups
exist.
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